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FORC Board Meeting 

March 4th, 2024 

The following Board members were present: 

Aaron G President 

Mandy G Race Director 

Dave B  Secretary, Interim Trail Steward for Westbrook 

Zachary B Vice President 

Drew H  Web Director, Trail Steward for Illiniwek/Dorrance 

Also present was Andrew N, Trail Steward for Sunderbruch. 

Mandy discussed the proposed décor for the new trailer.  After discussion (and some back-and-forth 

with the vendor) the Board approved $1000 for the new decals for the trailer, and the vendor is 

permitted to place his own logos on the trailer as advertising. 

The Board discussed an issue with a request for a donation from FORC.  An individual requested a 

donation to a race event which ultimately would benefit someone who needs help with medical 

expenses.  FORC did not provide the requested donation.  After extensive discussion tonight the Board 

agreed we could donate to such events in the future, but we would do so by donating entry fees for race 

participants. 

Mandy distributed a flyer and discussed upcoming events: 

There are eight confirmed tables at the Swap Meet this coming Sunday.  Setup starts about 

10:30 a.m., the Swap Meet is open from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

Four upcoming events at Sylvan Island: 

• Take a Kid Mountain Biking March 23rd from 10:00 a.m. until noon 

• Mountain Bike 101 March 23rd from 1:00 p.m. until 3:00 p.m. 

• Youth Advanced Skills/Race Clinic March 30th, time TBA 

• SIS Saturday April 6th. 

Illiniwek Abermination will be held on Star Wars Day (Saturday May 4th). 

FORC Side Thrill Ride will be held on Sunday, June 2nd at Sunderbruch. 

To date ten riders have registered for SIS.  Mandy initiated a discussion on timing for the race.  

We have access to the equipment (for all three races) but no trained personnel to operate it.  

The Board agrees multiple people should know how to use the equipment, but no training date 

is set and we don’t have a list of individuals who will be trained.  Mandy will continue to pursue 

options; as previously discussed purchasing our own equipment is over $10,000. 

Mandy noted with the unusually good weather we’ve had three group rides so far this year! 

Aaron asked for trail reports: 
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• SCP trails are in good shape. 

• Westbrook Park trails are rideable but need cleaning and there’s a large tree leaning into 206 

which needs to be removed; two members volunteered to help Dave B remove this tree.  Dave B 

will meet with Keven Lake, DeWitt Parks and Rec Director, to discuss the future of the park’s 

trails. 

• Dorrance and Illiniwek are closed because they are still muddy, and there are trees down.  Drew 

ordered the metal needed to restore the berms. 

• Sunderbruch trails are in “spectacular” shape.  Andrew purchased rough cut lumber to repair 

bridges.  He’s also updating the kiosk trail map, and plans to reroute the downhill portion of 

Rock Cut.  He’ll be scheduling a trail day to get help with all this work.  Aaron noted it may be 

better in some cases to spend the money to replace some of the bridges instead of just repairing 

them, so they last longer. 

Drew noted the website issues we are experiencing have the same root cause as the last time – the host 

updated their software and it’s not compatible.  We are not the only website experiencing this issue 

with this host. 

Next the Board discussed the status of the Pavilion on Sylvan Island.  The donated concrete fell through 

so we are asked with providing $7000 to pay for it.  We have already committed $3000 so the new 

commitment is an additional $4000.  The Browns, who made the proposal, have guaranteed the 

additional $4000 will be repaid to FORC.  The Board approved the plan; during the Membership meeting 

Aaron asked the membership if anyone present objected.  None did and the plan is approved. 

Regarding the pavilion, Aaron noted the engineered slab for the foundation is just large enough to hold 

the pavilion, but smaller than desired.  Since the permit has been issued, we will proceed as engineered 

and add additional concrete later around the pavilion. 

Mandy noted the Membership meeting went well, all for under a $400 budget (including prizes).  She 

also noted River Action is sponsoring a cleanup of Sylvan Island at the end of April.  She is planning a 

FORC cleanup of Sylvan before SIS.  She also indicated we will be using a shorter route this year to 

include the “yellow brick road”. 

Aaron indicated he’s willing to remain as President for the time being, but after a couple of upcoming 

projects are completed he may rethink his position and step down.  Individuals interested in serving as 

President should come to an upcoming meeting and make their intentions known. 

In total 14 individuals attended the Membership Meeting following the board meeting. 

The next Board meeting will be April 1st, 2024, at 5:30 p.m. with the membership meeting to start 

immediately following at 6:30. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dave Bowman, Secretary. 


